Floating on a Cloud
Bob Olson  2018
Music: Umbra,  Dave Bartley  ©2015         32 bars  3/4
Recording: Roguery, Seattle Ball 2017

Longways Duple Minor
Count in beats (steps)

A  1-8  (6)  1st corners change by right
  (6)  Fallback to neighbors place while 2nd corners cast on 3&4
  (12)  1/2 straight pousette, 2nd corners push partners,
        6 steps out, 6 steps back
A  9-16 (6)  2nd corners change by left
  (6)  Fallback to neighbors place while 1st corners cast on 3&4
  (12)  1/2 straight pousette, 1st corners push
B  1-8  (24)  Four Changes with hands,  start R-hand with neighbor
        6 steps per hand
B  9-16  (6)  All Circle 1/2 round CW, no hands
  (6)  Turn single left
  (6)  Partners cross L-shoulders
  (6)  Turn single right